
SAGT National Conference 2019 – Seminar list 

1. South Georgia Heritage Trust Resources 

Val Vannett and Alan Parkinson South Georgia Heritage Trust 

South Georgia is a British Territory in the South Atlantic. It has a history of whaling, 

and is home to tundra biomes and lots of penguins. A recent project to rid the 

islands of rodents, and the current growth of cruise ship tourism offer exciting 

contexts for environmental management studies. This seminar will introduce a new 

resource, commissioned by the South Georgia Heritage Trust, who you can also meet 

at the conference. The resource connects with the Global Issues component of 

National 5. Come along and find out more about this fascinating place, and take a 

look at some exciting activities around this new case study option. 

 

2. Sustainable Development and Youth Activism with WE 

Annie Fenton and Keith Turner  

WE is an international charity with two crucial elements. 

WE Villages implement their 5 Pillars sustainable development model in some of the 

poorest communities around the world.  WE Villages represent excellent case 

studies for BGE & Senior Phase Geographers.  International Development is a topic 

that needs to be current and relevant.  The stories coming from WE Villages will 

ensure our teaching reflects the advances and challenges of development now and 

into the future.   

WE Schools is a youth activism model that empowers school students to identify 

local and international issues they are passionate about, then act to make a 

difference.  

Annie & Keith will discuss how WE can be used in geography lessons, sharing many 

of the free educational resources especially designed for the Scottish Curriculum.  

They will also introduce how WE Schools makes an excellent vehicle for whole-school 

initiatives to promote student voice and actions. 

 

3. RGS Ambassador scheme 

Steve Brace and Anna Macphie 

To help support the uptake of geography by Scottish pupils, the Royal Geographical 

Society has been working with Scottish Universities, the RSGS and SAGT to develop a 

Geography Ambassadors programme.  Our Scottish Geography Ambassadors, who 

are mainly undergraduate geographers, can provide free classroom presentations 

highlighting why they chose to study geography at university and their future plans 

in the workplace.  This seminar will give a taster of what the scheme can offer as well 

as how you can register to take advantage.  

 

 

 

 



4. Virtual Reality for the Classroom 

Aileen Prentice Efficient Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) 

EIS have designed and produced a Virtual Reality Solution which is suitable to be 

used in the classroom environment. The presentation will provide an opportunity for 

interested parties to understand and experience the world of VR and its benefits 

within the teaching environment. 1. Introduction to the world of Virtual Reality 2. 

Overview of Google Expeditions 3. Demonstration of use within the classroom 4. 

User Participation 

 

5. Missing Maps – Mapping the emergency 

Katrina Crampton-Thomas and Janet Carlsson  

In the most crisis-prone parts of the world there are either no maps or very basic 

ones to help aid workers. The missing maps projects aims to map these areas to 

assist with humanitarian disaster relief. Missing Maps was founded by Médecins 

Sans Frontières/Doctors Without Borders (MSF), the British Red Cross, the American 

Red Cross and the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT). In this active 

workshop session we give you everything you need to get your students mapping 

and show you how easy it is.  In this way students can volunteer to help aid 

organisations and also they can give their time to directly help the most vulnerable 

people affected by natural disasters, disease outbreaks, epidemics or conflict. 

Missing Maps is an accredited Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme volunteering 

activity that can be carried out in a group or by students individually. 

 

6. Context is key – start analysing your data in the field 

Katie Rudge, FSC Outreach Officer 

With the importance now placed on undertaking fieldwork for assignments at 

National 5 and Higher level and the Advanced Higher Geographical Study, it is 

essential for pupils to get things right when out in the field. This not only avoids 

having to go back to repeat measurements, but also can save time in the classroom 

when later processing the data. This practical workshop will showcase some creative 

sampling methods and fieldwork techniques with a focus on how technology can be 

used to help students start analyzing data in the field. 

 

7. Dynamic Rivers: Interactive Learning about River Processes 

Jonathan Louis and Amy Fergusson, River Forth Fisheries Trust  

A hands on demonstration of an exciting piece of equipment called a River Table 

which can be brought into the classroom to provide interactive learning for 

geography students. The table allows us to demonstrate the three river processes 

erosion, transportation and deposition whilst also highlighting different impacts on 

rivers such as the installation of culverts, weirs, hard bank protection and diffuse & 

point source pollution showing what changes these activities do to a normally 

functioning river system. 

 

http://www.redcross.org.uk/
http://www.redcross.org/
http://www.redcross.org/
http://hot.openstreetmap.org/


8. Nine lesson ideas to engage pupils with the SDGs 

Ben Sparham Highland One World & Charlotte Dwyer (ScotDec) 

The Sustainable Development Goals are an urgent call for action by all countries in a 

global partnership for peace and prosperity for people and the planet. Learners are 

becoming increasingly involved as we move towards 2030. This workshop will 

introduce 9 active, engaging classroom activities to prompt learning, discussion and 

action for pupils. The activities will include hands-on cooperative learning strategies 

with a global citizenship twist and ICT-based ideas too. The workshop will include 

brand new resources which will allow teachers to use the lesson ideas the very next 

day.  

 

9. Getting Started With ArcGIS 

Jason, Katie and Addy, ESRI UK 

ArcGIS Online for Schools is a free GIS with high quality maps and data from local to 

global scales, including OS maps, imagery, Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation 

data and historic maps. Aimed at teachers who have no prior experience, this 

workshop will explore classroom use of ArcGIS Online. The seminar will include 

demonstrations, hands-on opportunities and examples of best practice. 

 

10. Wakey Wakey Rosenshine? GIS & Geography Pedagogy  

Jason, Katie and Addy, ESRI UK 

We believe GIS are an important component of contemporary geography teaching. 

In this hands-on session, we examine how ArcGIS Online helps structure encounters 

with new material and model geographical thought. The role of the technology as a 

tool for questioning, as well as a sandbox for independent student practice, will also 

be explored. Can geography classrooms be the first to move beyond “tech for tech’s 

sake” on a widespread scale? Is GIS an educational technology that works inside 

established frameworks of learning, rather than undermining research and teacher 

practice? We invite anyone with an interest in these issues to join our discussion, 

and find out how to teach with GIS. 

 

11. Filming Geography: is the next David Attenborough in your class? 

Scott Donaldson, Screen Scotland 

The aim of this workshop is to identify geography teachers who may wish to help us 

develop learning practices and resources for film education in geography. An 

interactive workshop to: 1. highlight the uses and potential uses of film/moving 

image education within the Geography curriculum, focusing especially on filmmaking 

geographic subjects 2. to explore the possibility of working with a group of 

Geography teachers on developing pedagogies, practices and resources to support 

the development of moving image education in Geography. 

 

 

 



12. Climate Ready Classrooms (using eco-schools Scotland framework) 

Claire Herbst, Keep Scotland Beautiful 

This workshop will provide you with confidence to develop your work through the 

lens of climate change, supporting pupils to understand what climate change is and 

how they can develop and implement activities to reduce their own and the whole 

school’s carbon footprint. Keep Scotland Beautiful’s Eco-Schools Scotland 

programme provides a framework to support a whole school, pupil led, approach to 

Learning for Sustainability as recognized by HGIOS4 as highly effective practice. The 

workshop will support development of this flexible framework within your own 

school context to support pupils to engage with climate change. We will incorporate 

ideas and examples from our accredited Climate Ready Classrooms programme, the 

first accredited Carbon Literacy training programme for secondary schools in the UK. 

 

13. Discussion: The crisis facing our subject in Scotland 

Alan Boyne, PT Geography at Morgan Academy 

Despite the strength of Geography south of the border and the increasing 

importance and relevance of our subject with the current state of the world, 

Geography is in crisis. Numbers are falling in Scotland and this is in no small part due 

to issues with the assignment at all levels and the difficulty of the N5 Geography 

exam in relation to other subjects. This seminar will present the evidence for these 

claims and then open up for all delegates who attend to put forward ideas on what 

needs to be done. The aim will be to highlight key issues currently faced by 

Geography teachers across Scotland. Feedback from this seminar based discussion 

will be used by the SAGT committee and the RSGS education committee to continue 

to push for the SQA to bring equity of attainment chances to all our pupils, 

regardless of SIMD, so that we can compete on an equal footing with other Social 

Subjects.  

 

Please note that a summary of each seminar will be published for SAGT members after 

conference. 

 

 


